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All about Your Birth Card

Our  Birth  Card  is  our  most

important  symbol  of  who  we

are  in  this  lifetime.  It  is  the

card  that  we  most  identify

with,  and  through  which  we

have  the  greatest  gifts  to

share with those around us. It

is  also  called  our  Sun  Card

and our Soul Card.

All about Your Birth Card

The Seven of Diamonds Person

The Card of Spiritual Values

         The  Seven of Diamonds is  one of those unique cards  called  a 'semi-fixed'
card. As part of a special  family of seven uniquely different  cards, these people
fall  into  a  different  category  and  have  a  special  mark  on  their  lives.  They  are
very  stubborn,  but  they  are  also  extremely  creative  and  some  are  destined  to
become millionaires in this life by accessing the high side of this spiritual money
card.  By  suit,  they  are  always  connected  with  money.   As  a  spiritual  number,
they  must  maintain  a  non-attached  attitude  about  money  or  there  will  be
continuous  problems in  this  area.  We find  they  are  either  worrying about  it  all
the time or not  worrying and having as much as they like.  Regardless,  many of
their life lessons will come through this avenue.
         The other avenue is their close relationships. Family, lovers and friends are
all  very  important  to  the  Seven  of  Diamonds  person.  They  have  close  ties,  for
better  or  worse,  with  their  family  and  share  in  their  trials.  They  have  a  high,
spiritual love nature that often entails making personal sacrifices for their family
and other  close  relationships.  There  is  little  they wouldn't  do on behalf  of  their
parents or family. This is one of the most spiritual cards in the deck and as such,
their  success  comes  from  approaching  life  in  ways  other  than  traditional  or
materialistic.  The most successful among them are the ones that live in the faith
that all their needs will always be provided.
         They are usually restless,  making frequent changes in either occupation or
location.  Their  love  life  usually  entails  sacrifice  and  disappointment  until  they
learn to let others go and be as they are. In their spiritual studies they find inner
satisfaction  and  validation  for  their  own  intuition.  Once  on  the  spiritual  path,
everything in  their  life  is  put  into  proper  perspective  and they can excel  in any
chosen field.

Some of the Seven of Diamonds Issues Concerning Relationships

         For such a spiritual card as the Seven of Diamonds, issues in relationships
revolve  around  letting  go  of  personal  attachments  and  developing  a  more
spiritual  approach  to  love.  They  are,  by  nature,  very  loving  people  and  are
willing to make sacrifices on behalf of those they love. There are bound to have
one or more karmic love involvements that challenge them to raise their level of
love to more spiritual  and responsible  heights.  Like other  cards,  they have high
ideals  associated  with  love  and  partnership.  But  these  people  are  more  or  less
destined to have these ideals tested every step along the way. Their stubbornness
and independence  attracts  powerful  relationships  into  their  life,  ones  that  teach
them important lessons.
         Most Seven of Diamonds females are attracted to, and often marry men of
the  Heart  suit.  They  also  hold  some  fantasies  about  Diamond  men.  The  male
Seven  of  Diamonds  is  attracted  to  Spade  females  and  usually  has  many  Club
females as friends and associates.  Club males challenge the Seven of Diamonds
female.
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All about Your Planetary Ruling Card

Jack of Hearts as Your Planetary Ruler

         This  ruling  card  accentuates  the  compassionate  side  of  your  personality,
encouraging  you  to  be  selfless  for  those  that  you  call  friends  and  family.  You
may find that you go out of your way to help those in need. This card also brings
a playful  side  to your personality.  You probably  like  having fun at  most  of  the
things  you do.  However,  the  low  side  of  the  Jack  of  Hearts  is  that  you can  be
stubborn at times and that you may exhibit some of the immature aspects of the
Jack  which  is  acting  immaturely or  irresponsibly  in  certain  areas  of  your  life  -
particularly  romantically.  You  are  capable  of  making great  sacrifices  for  those
you  love  and  of  dedicating  yourself  to  a  higher  cause.  In  doing  so,  you  could
make a profound mark on the world.

The  Planetary  Ruling  Card

acts  like  a  second  Birth  Card

to  give  you  a  new  slant  on

your  personality  and

character  traits.  It  is  very

important  in  terms  of  your

personal relationships since it

represents  a  part  of  you  that

you identify with strongly.
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The Cards Governing Your 13-Year Periods - An Overview

Card Underlying Card Symbol

Your Mercury 13-Year Period begins 10/2/1951 and ends 10/2/1964

Your Venus 13-Year Period begins 10/2/1964 and ends 10/2/1977

Your Mars 13-Year Period begins 10/2/1977 and ends 10/2/1990

Your Jupiter 13-Year Period begins 10/2/1990 and ends 10/2/2003

Your Saturn 13-Year Period begins 10/2/2003 and ends 10/2/2016

Your Uranus 13-Year Period begins 10/2/2016 and ends 10/2/2029

Your Neptune 13-Year Period begins 10/2/2029 and ends 10/2/2042
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The Cards In Your Mercury 13-Year Period

Your 13-Year
Mercury Period is from
10/2/1951  till  10/2/1964

Some General Information About the Mercury 13-Year Period Cards

         Our Mercury  13-year period is our first  thirteen  years of  life  and the importance  of
this period cannot be exaggerated. It is in this period that our most important life patterns
are  set.  The  first  seven  of  these  years  are  the  real  life-pattern  years  of  our  life  and  we
experience each of our Life Path Cards during that time.
         The  Mercury  Cards  below  describe  your  childhood  to  a  great  extent.  They  also
describe  some of  the most  important  influences  that  were imprinted  upon you at  an early
age. These influences have become a part of your mental state of mind. They influence your
thinking and your communications to a great extent.  They describe a mental point of view
that in turn affects every area of your life.
         Some  say  it  is  our  Mercury  Card  that  leads  us  in  life.  New cycles  are  begun  by  its
influence.  It  may  be  the  card  that  signifies  what  or  who starts  new  cycles  in  our  life.  Its
importance cannot be overstated. Sometimes these cards describe an important influence in
our life. The presence of any of the face cards, for example, would signal an individual who
had a profound influence us during our formative years.
         The cards below govern your Mercury period of life and describe the mental pattern
that you emerged with after going through it. 

Your 13-Year
Mercury Card

Its Underlying Card

Your Thirteen-Year Five of Spades Period

         This will likely be a period of your life when you will travel a great deal and/or move
to new locations. You may also have different jobs or careers at this time. The strength of
the Five of Spade is  such, however,  that  these  changes could involve your health as well.
Depending  upon  your  age  when  you  enter  this  period,  a  change  of  health  could  indicate
challenges in this area.
         The Five of Spades is one of the strongest indicators  of travel or moving your home
or  your  business.  It  implies  a  deep  restlessness  and  a  yearning  for  new  experiences  that
precipitates  travel,  changes  of  lifestyle  or  residence.  You  may  actually  travel  to  foreign
countries  because  of  the  power  of  this  influence.  This  would  be  a  great  time to  consider
some  improvements  to  your  lifestyle.  You  could  start  doing  more  things  that  encourage
good health and a happy home life. This may involve moving to a nicer home, one in which
you feel  more nurtured.  But it  may involve living in an entirely  new area of  the world or
country. Only you will know exactly what will fit you best.
         At  the  same  time,  the  underlying  Ten  of  Hearts  means  that  you  will  enjoy  a  lot  of
popularity during this period. Social interactions will be very successful and bring you a lot
of happiness. Try to involve yourself with various groups to take advantage of this positive
influence.
         Deep  down  you  will  feel  a  certain  dissatisfaction  in  your  life.  This  is  a  positive
influence,  designed to get you out of the rut and out doing different  things, gathering new
experiences.  Though this  could  prove unsettling  at  times,  the wisdom you gain will  make
the changes more than worth it.
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The Cards In Your Venus 13-Year Period

Your 13-Year
Venus Period is from

10/2/1964  till  10/2/1977

Some General Information About the Venus 13-Year Period Cards

         The Venus Period of life begins at Age 13. It is during this period of life that we learn
about  love  and  romance.  We  are  still  connected  to  our  family  at  the  beginning  of  this
period but most of us will have departed our family before it is over. Many will be married
before this period ends as well.
         The events during our Venus period of life often set a pattern for our relationships for
the  rest  of  our  life.  We discover,  in  this  period,  what  sorts  of  mates  we  are  attracted  to,
what our personal approach to relationship is, and what sort of partner we ourselves make.
Our Venus Card describes these traits to a large extent.
         And, it is in this period that our personal relationship karma makes it debut. We can
experience great love and heartbreak, along with many other things as we explore the area
of love.
         Some even begin developing  their  own family  at  this  time.  And the Venus cards can
describe just how our family life will be.
         The cards below govern your Venus period of life  and tell  the story of you and your
relationship patterns, as well as decribe the events that will occur at this time.

Your 13-Year
Venus Card

Its Underlying Card

Your Thirteen-Year Jack of Hearts Period

         This  powerful  card  is  unique  in  many  important  ways  that  will  cause  this  13-year
period of your life to be quite important. The Jack of Hearts is known as the 'Christ Card',
or the 'Card of Spiritual  Sacrifice'.  It is a card of higher love. Whenever it  is present,  you
will feel and be encouraged to elevate your relationship patterns to a higher level, perhaps
to one where you are making sacrifices  on behalf  of those you love. This  would likely be
for the sake of someone younger than yourself though it can take other forms. This is a time
of higher love for you and this could take many forms.
         Your life is likely to be quite settled and strong at this time as well. The fixed nature
of the Jack of Hearts  says that  changes will  be less  now and that  may come as a relief  to
you, especially if you have just completed your 13-year Five of Spades period.
         The Jack of Hearts may also signal a time in which you perform some work that can
be  described  as  a  higher  mission.  You  may dedicate  yourself  to  helping  others  in  one  or
more  ways,  something  aking  to  a  Mother  Theresa  act  of  kindness.  This  could  even  be  a
grand mission of some sort.
         If  you  are  a  person  whose  Birth  or  Planetary  Ruling  Card  is  a  Heart,  this  card  can
indicate  your  playing  a  Jack  role  for  most  of  this  period.  That  role  would  be  creative,
romantic, or in sales and promotions.
         It  is  also  quite  likely that  some Heart  individual  will  play an important  role  in  your
life at this time. This is likely a younger male or a female whose Birth or Planetary Ruling
Card is the Jack of Hearts. You may receive much help and inspiration from this person, or,
if you are a female, you may have romantic interactions with this young Heart male.
         In any case, this period will be one of inspiration and a lot of contact with higher love
forces that will uplift your life to a love that is less attached and more giving.
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The Cards In Your Mars 13-Year Period

Your 13-Year
Mars Period is from

10/2/1977  till  10/2/1990

Some General Information About the Mars 13-Year Period Cards

         The Mars 13-Year period begins at Age 26 and ends when we turn 39 and enter our
Jupiter  period.  It  is  during  this  period  that  our  passions  are  expressed,  when  most  of  us
begin  working  in  life  in  a  real  sense,  and  when  most  of  us  work  off  a  great  deal  of  our
past-life  karma. Whatever really turns us on in life  is explored during this period and the
cards  here  will  describe  something  about  that,  or  how  its  expression  is  responded  to  by
those around us.
         Our  Mars  Cards  indicate  what  turns  us  on  and  what  irritates  us.  Thus  the  Mars
period can have a lot to do with passion and competition.  Most competitive sports figures
make their mark during this period of life. Each of us will make our mark as well, exerting
the  power of  our  Mars  card  for  better  or  worse.  Since  Mars  governs  sex  this  is  a  period
when many will have children as a result of their passionate expression.
         The  Mars  period  is  usually  associated  with  work.  In  this  case  is  represents  putting
our Mars energy to work.  Your  Mars cards may describe  your approach to work or even
what kinds  of  work you do at  this  time.  The Mars period  is  one in which  we try  different
kinds  of  work  to  see  which  fits  us  best.  It  is  preparation  for  the  coming  Jupiter  period,
when our efforts are more financially rewarded.

Your 13-Year
Mars Card

Its Underlying Card

Your Thirteen-Year Nine of Clubs Period

         This  can be a period of disappointment  and loss  or  one of  spiritual  fulfillment.  And
how you experience it will be determined mostly by your level of spiritual awareness. Most
people  in  today's world consider  Nines to  be the worst  cards  in the  deck. This  is  because
Nines  represent  endings  and most  of  us  do  not  like  endings.  But  this  card  can also  mean
mental  enlightenment.  The  Nine  of  Clubs  literally  means  'completion  of  plans  or  ideas'.
When  this  card  appears  it  will  signal  a  time  when  some  ideas,  ways  of  thinking  or
communicating, or  some personal  plans  of  yours are  ready to  end.  If you choose  to resist
this  ending,  you  will  experience  great  disappointment,  stubbornly  holding  on  to  ways  of
thinking, ideas, beliefs, or plans that are no longer useful or helpful to you. If it seems that
things  are  going  against  you  when  this  card  is  present,  it  is  probably  because  you  are
resisting  letting  go  of  some  of  these  things,  that  in  reality,  are  no  longer  serving  your
highest good.
         On the  positive  side,  you are  ready to  awaken to  a  new and  higher  way of  thinking
that will be better than you have imagined. The Nine of Clubs has been known to signal a
time when powerful spiritual experiences may occur, such as universal consciousness,  and
also  indicates  the  success  of  any  endeavors  that  involve  spreading  higher  truths  to  the
world.
         The underlying Queen of Hearts says that love, sex, family and children will also play
prominent roles in your life at this time. You could even experience a 'love of a lifetime'.
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The Cards In Your Jupiter 13-Year Period

Your 13-Year
Jupiter Period is from
10/2/1990  till  10/2/2003

Some General Information About the Jupiter 13-Year Period Cards

         The Jupiter period of life begins at age 39 and extends until we turn 52 years of age.
This period is largely associated with financial and other blessings. It is usually during our
Jupiter  period  of  life  that  we  begin  making  the  most  money.  It  is  sort  of  like  the  harvest
season  of  our  life.  Your  Jupiter  cards  may indicate  what to  expect  during  this  period  but
they also may point to the means by which you will be most financially prosperous.
         Finances in the Jupiter period should flow easily  if we are in tune with a profession
that is truly connected to what we love. If you are struggling during this period, it may be
because you are not doing work that you really enjoy. You might want to keep this in mind
as you progress through it.
         It  is  during  this  period  that  we experience  our  important  'cycle  of  reflection'  which
includes  the  Prebirth  and  Rebirth  years  of  our  life.  The  Rebirth  year,  or  age  45,  is
considered one of the most important  and fortunate years of our life.  Seven years after it,
we end our Jupiter cycle with the age 52, 'Critical  Year'  and begin our Saturn cycle. It  is
important in the Jupiter cycle of life that we open ourselves to the abundance of this world
and let go of our struggling.
         With this  in  mind,  study  your Jupiter  Cards and see  if  they  can help  you access  the
bounty to which you are entitled.

Your 13-Year
Jupiter Card

Its Underlying Card

Your Thirteen-Year Nine of Spades Period

         During this 13-year period you are likely to experience some significant losses in your
life. These may be events that seem like tragedies to most people. And you will have to be
prepared  to  give  up  most  anything  that  God  may  seem  to  demand  of  you  now.  This  is
probably  the  most  powerful  card  of  endings  in  the  deck  of  cards.  But  the  endings  that  it
brings are also blessings in disguise.
         The  Nine  of  Spades  can  be  a  card  of  loss  and  disappointment.  However,  the  true
nature of the card reveals that its presence in your life for any period of time does not have
to be a disaster.  In actuality,  the Nine of Spades represents  making a completion of some
importance. Whether this is the end of a certain occupation, way of life, the loss of certain
important  relationships,  or  the  ending  of  a  way of  being  in  regards  your health  and  body
will  depend  upon  the  position  of  the  card  and  the  circumstances  in  your  life  during  this
period. But rest assured that  some important aspect of your life is coming to an end when
this potent card shows up.
         This card encourages us to let go. And as human beings we tend to resist letting go in
a big way. But letting go is often exactly what is needed to get us to a better  place in our
life, even though we do not know that at the time. Powerful spiritual experiences may occur
during  this  time  to  show  you  that  everything  that  is  happening  is  for  a  divine  and  good
purpose.  And  some  people  will  achieve  important  goals  in  spiritual  work  with  this
influence.
         The  underlying King  of  Hearts  points  to  an  important  person  in  your  life,  usually  a
kind hearted  man who will  guide you. For women, this  card can also represent  a lover or
husband.
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The Cards In Your Saturn 13-Year Period

Your 13-Year
Saturn Period is from

10/2/2003  till  10/2/2016

Some General Information About the Saturn 13-Year Period Cards

         The Saturn period of life begins with the important age 52, Critical Year. If we have
embraced  the  abundance  of  our  Jupiter  cycle,  there  is  no  reason  to  expect  Saturn  to  be
anything  but  more  success.  The  Saturn  period  is  usually  considered  to  be  the  last  really
active period of life. Many who have had career ambitions throughout their life will realize
their dreams and be recognized for their contributions during this time. Saturn governs the
highest  house  in  the  zodiac  and  thus  can  bestow  recognition  and  reward  upon  us.  Your
Saturn  card  may describe  just  what  you are 'known as'  as  you complete  your  life's  work.
This is not to say that all complete their life's work in Saturn. But it is common for people
to move on from a working life to one of other pursuits during this cycle.
         Saturn is the great teacher and the Lord of Karma. But usually by our Saturn period
of life we have learned his lessons and are ready for his rewards. These consist of ease of
life and the wisdom to sustain it on a daily basis. However, it is usually during our Saturn
period  that  health  matters  assume  more  prominence  for  us.  Though  some may  encounter
them earlier, most everyone will be reminded that we do not live forever during this cycle
of  our  lives.  Thus,  in  Saturn,  we  must  continue  with  his  disciplines,  but  now  those
disciplines will be more directed towards keeping healthy as our bodies decline.
         Your  Saturn  cards  described  here  will  tell  the  story  of  your  Saturn  period  of  life.
Remember that even difficult cards can signify good things in Saturn when we have heeded
his lessons throughout our lives.

Your 13-Year
Saturn Card

Its Underlying Card

Your Thirteen-Year Two of Hearts Period

         This period of your life will bring a focus on relationships but especially relationships
of the heart.  If you are a Nine of Spades person,  this  time will  be one of close  childhood
friendships and relationships with your family. Otherwise you can expect this to be a time
of  focus  on  love  affairs  and/or  children.  The  Two  of  Hearts  literally  means  a  'union  of
hearts'.  This  is  the  card  of  'the  lovers'  but  speaks  also  of  your  other  close  relationships,
including family members, dear friends and children.  As the card of 'the lovers', however,
this card speaks of finding the most ideal love partner - the romantic ideal that most people
dream of, but rarely find.
         This  card  brings  a  focus,  though  not  necessarily  fulfillment,  with  these  closest
relationsships.  However,  it  does  portend  that  the  liklihood  of  your  having  such  a
relationship,  or more than one of these, is very high. Keep in mind that this card is part of
your Life Path Cards. It speaks to a certain part of your personality. It might even be your
Planetary Ruling Card. In either case this will be a time when the love of relationship takes
form in your life  and when you experience  the ups and downs associated with finding the
perfect friend or perfect love.
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The Cards In Your Uranus 13-Year Period

Your 13-Year
Uranus Period is from
10/2/2016  till  10/2/2029

Some General Information About the Uranus 13-Year Period Cards

         Uranus  and  Neptune  are  the  spiritual  periods  of  our  life.  The  dates  for  their
beginning and ending vary quite  a bit  and depend upon factors  such as how long we live
and the quality of the life we have lead up to their beginning. But, in general, these are the
periods where we retire from actively working and pursue other interests. Some will pursue
spiritual  goals  exclusively,  especially  in the Neptune period.  But some will  move towards
political and social goals in the Uranus period as well as spritual pursuits.
         The Uranus period is usually about connecting with our spiritual family. It is usually
in this period that we choose a religion,  if  we haven't  already. We become more active in
our chosen groups during both these cycles as we begin preparing for our transition from
this  life.  Your  particular  group may not  be  a spiritual  group per  se,  but  it  will  be  one to
which you feel that you belong to on a deep level.
         These periods should provide us with the freedom to explore the deeper meanings of
life.  Many  of  us  will  have  profound  spiritual  experiences  and  revelations  during  these
periods.  As a result  of  the wisdom we have gained,  we are able to lead a happy life  with
minimal effort and strain.

Your 13-Year
Uranus Card

Its Underlying Card

Your Thirteen-Year King of Hearts Period

         Being one of the more important 'archetype cards' in the deck, the King of Hearts has
many important meanings and possible  areas of expression.  On one hand, it  is the highest
card  in  the  suit  of  love,  and  rules  through  love,  compassion  and  wisdom.  He  has  all  the
power and knowledge of love and knows how to use it, thus when this card appears, it gives
you the  opportunity  to  have more control  over  your feelings  and romantic  impulses.  This
will bring more success in all your personal relationships.  He is the King of Love and the
King of Relationships. Mastery of all relationships is indicated.
         For  men, this  is  also  the card of the  loving father  and of sexual  enjoyment.  Thus,  it
can  indicate  the  conception  or  birth  of  a  child  or  children  and  fulfillment  of  romantic
desires.  Playing  the  role  of  father  or  lover  is  highly  emphasized  now,  especially  if  your
Birth or Ruling Card is a Heart.
         For  ladies,  the  King  of  Hearts  represents  the  perfect  lover  or  companion  and  so  it
often indicates having an enjoyable sexual relationship or in some cases, marriage.
         For all, this could mean a significant  relationship with a King of Hearts-type person.
This person may or may not actually be a Heart but they will be fatherly, kind and powerful
and play an important role in your life.
         The  underlying  Two  of  Clubs  says  that  you  may  be  more  argumentative  and  even
fearful  during this period.  But it  also bestows mental genius and precision.  Overall  this  is
likely to be a very nice period of your life.
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The Cards In Your Neptune 13-Year Period

Your 13-Year
Neptune Period is from
10/2/2029  till  10/2/2042

Some General Information About the Neptune 13-Year Period Cards

         Uranus  and  Neptune  are  the  spiritual  periods  of  our  life.  The  dates  for  their
beginning and ending vary quite  a bit  and depend upon factors  such as how long we live
and the quality of the life we have lead up to their beginning. But, in general, these are the
periods where we retire from actively working and pursue other interests. Some will pursue
spiritual  goals  exclusively,  especially  in the Neptune period.  But some will  move towards
political and social goals in the Uranus period as well as spritual pursuits.
         The Uranus period is usually about connecting with our spiritual family. It is usually
in this period that we choose a religion,  if  we haven't  already. We become more active in
our chosen groups during both these cycles as we prepare to transition from this life. Your
particular  group may not be a spiritual  group per se, but  it  will  be one to which you feel
that you belong to on a deep level.
         These periods should provide us with the freedom to explore the deeper meanings of
life. And many of us will have profound spiritual experiences and revelations during these
periods.  As a result  of  the wisdom we have gained,  we are able to lead a happy life  with
minimal effort and strain.

Your 13-Year
Neptune Card

Its Underlying Card

Your Thirteen-Year King of Diamonds Period

         This  is  the  card  of  the  business  owner  or  the  business  tycoon,  someone  who  is
successful and powerful, and sometimes ruthless. This card will either indicate someone in
your life who has these characteristics  and/or that you yourself will exhibit  these qualities
to a great extent during this 13-year period of your life. If you have considered having your
own business or starting a business enterprise, now would be one of the best times in your
life. And you are likely be very successful at it.
         The King of Diamonds is the only one-eyed King in the deck. This often makes King
of Diamonds people blind to certain things, often their own faults leading the list.  So, you
may find yourself  being very stubborn and even ruthless  now. Though this may appear to
be a bad thing, there are times in life when this sort of behavior can be the most appropriate
thing to do. This is a powerful King we are talking about here, not a saint. And Kings are fit
to rule. So, hopefully you are ready to become a leader now. If not, the most benefits of this
card may pass you by.
         The underlying Three of Clubs will give you a lot of mental creativity. However, this
may  also  appear  as  uncertainty  and  a  tendency  to  worry  about  things.  To  minimize  the
negative  expression  of  this  card,  keep  yourself  focused  on  generating  good  ideas  for
whatever  work  you  are  involved  in.  And  this  card  says  that  it  would  be  a  good  idea  to
consider something creative as part of what you do. The Three of Clubs is the author card.
Are you interested in writing a book? If so, now is the time.
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Destiny Life Report
for Sting
Born 10/2/1951

Auspicious Events Occuring from Ages 58 to 68

Each  year  most  people's  Birth  and

Planetary  Ruling  Cards  move  to  a

different  location  in  what  we  call  the

Grand  Solar  Spread  (pictured  below).

Each  position  has  a  unique

significance  and  is  described  in  the

section  about  the  Displacement  Card.

However,  some  of  these  positions  are

more significant and represent times in

life  when  special  events  will  occur.

There  are  also  special  events

determined  by  our  age  and  by  certain

cards that fall into prominent positions

in  our  Yearly  Spreads.  This  section  of

your  report  will  define  what,  if  any,  of

these  auspicious  events  will  occur  for

you  this  year.  The  text  given  further

emphasizes  their  unique  importance  in

the overall fabric of your cards for this

time of your life.

About Your Auspicious Events Report

         For each of us, there are certain years of our life in which significant

events  can  be  predicted  and  explained  using  the  Science  of  the  Cards.

These  are  events  that  occur  for  everyone, but  at  different  times  for  each.

This  report  will  check for  and tell  you about  any Auspicious  Events  that

will be occurring during a range of years specified by the person creating

this report.

         There  will  be  years  in  which  there  are  no  Auspicious  Events.  You

should  be  aware  of  this  or  you may feel  that  there  are  pages  missing  in

your report. Not every year has a signficant life event transpiring in it.

         Also,  this  report  checks  for  Auspicious  Events  for  only  your  Birth

Card  and  Planetary  Ruling  Card,  if  you  have  one.  It  does  not  check  for

auspicious  events  in  your  Personality  Cards  or  any  other  personal

significators as these have not been found to be consistently significant or

accurate.

         Some Auspicious Events occur for everyone at the same age of life.

These  include  such  events  as  the  Prebirth  and  Rebirth  years  and  the

Critical  Year.  Others  occur  a  different  ages  for  each  card  and  some  of

these  are  extremely  significant  and  powerful.  Some  bring  blessings  and

gifts while others are reason for caution and care as negative experiences

are highly likely. Some bring fame and fortune, others, endings or changes.

Knowing ahead of time which influences are present for you allows you to

take fuller advantage of them. It is akin to driving at night with your lights

on - you can see what is coming and make corrections in your path in order

to  make  your  journey  more  successful.  Use  this  report  to  take  full

advantage of the influences coming for you.
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Destiny Life Report
for Sting
Born 10/2/1951

Auspicious Events Occuring at Age 58

Each  year  most  people's  Birth  and

Planetary  Ruling  Cards  move  to  a

different  location  in  what  we  call  the

Grand  Solar  Spread  (pictured  below).

Each  position  has  a  unique

significance  and  is  described  in  the

section  about  the  Displacement  Card.

However,  some  of  these  positions  are

more significant and represent times in

life  when  special  events  will  occur.

There  are  also  special  events

determined  by  our  age  and  by  certain

cards that fall into prominent positions

in  our  Yearly  Spreads.  This  section  of

your  report  will  define  what,  if  any,  of

these  auspicious  events  will  occur  for

you  this  year.  The  text  given  further

emphasizes  their  unique  importance  in

the overall fabric of your cards for this

time of your life.

This is a Major Completion Year for You

         Because  you  have  a  Nine  card  in  a  prominent  position  this  year  (Long

Range, Pluto, Result, Environment, or Displacement),  we know that this will be

a  year  in  which  you  achieve  an  important  ending  in  your  life.  This  Nine  may

occur in either your Birth Card or Planetary Ruling Card Spread. Endings can be

seen  as  disappointments  if  we  disregard  their  true  meaning.  In  truth  they

represent graduations from chapters of our life that were important, but are now

no  longer  helpful  for  our  personal  growth  and  development.  What  is  also

beautiful  about  endings is  the  wonderful  freedom we feel  after  we have passed

through it and are on to our next stage of work and development.

         Whatever the nature of the endings in your life  this year, be glad that  you

have  reached  the  point  in  your  development  that  you  are  ready  to  move  on  to

better  things and relationships.  We are often afraid to let  go of things that  have

become so familiar to us. Sometimes we are not even able to see that these things

are no longer of any real use to us. Rest assured that this is the case for you. You

are ready to move on and by this time next year, you will be in an entirely new

and better place for your personal and professional development and expansion.

         If  you  have  more  than  one  occurrence  of  a  Nine  in  these  prominent

positions, the significance of this completion year becomes even greater and the

stronger  the  likelihood  that  many  areas  of  your  life  are  coming  to  an  end  in

preparation for a new phase of development.

         Study whatever Nines you may find in your Yearly Spreads carefully. Each

one will reveal the specific areas that  you may be encountering some important

completions.
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Destiny Life Report
for Sting
Born 10/2/1951

Auspicious Events Occuring at Age 59

Each  year  most  people's  Birth  and

Planetary  Ruling  Cards  move  to  a

different  location  in  what  we  call  the

Grand  Solar  Spread  (pictured  below).

Each  position  has  a  unique

significance  and  is  described  in  the

section  about  the  Displacement  Card.

However,  some  of  these  positions  are

more significant and represent times in

life  when  special  events  will  occur.

There  are  also  special  events

determined  by  our  age  and  by  certain

cards that fall into prominent positions

in  our  Yearly  Spreads.  This  section  of

your  report  will  define  what,  if  any,  of

these  auspicious  events  will  occur  for

you  this  year.  The  text  given  further

emphasizes  their  unique  importance  in

the overall fabric of your cards for this

time of your life.

This is a Major Completion Year for You

         Because  you  have  a  Nine  card  in  a  prominent  position  this  year  (Long

Range, Pluto, Result, Environment, or Displacement),  we know that this will be

a  year  in  which  you  achieve  an  important  ending  in  your  life.  This  Nine  may

occur in either your Birth Card or Planetary Ruling Card Spread. Endings can be

seen  as  disappointments  if  we  disregard  their  true  meaning.  In  truth  they

represent graduations from chapters of our life that were important, but are now

no  longer  helpful  for  our  personal  growth  and  development.  What  is  also

beautiful  about  endings is  the  wonderful  freedom we feel  after  we have passed

through it and are on to our next stage of work and development.

         Whatever the nature of the endings in your life  this year, be glad that  you

have  reached  the  point  in  your  development  that  you  are  ready  to  move  on  to

better  things and relationships.  We are often afraid to let  go of things that  have

become so familiar to us. Sometimes we are not even able to see that these things

are no longer of any real use to us. Rest assured that this is the case for you. You

are ready to move on and by this time next year, you will be in an entirely new

and better place for your personal and professional development and expansion.

         If  you  have  more  than  one  occurrence  of  a  Nine  in  these  prominent

positions, the significance of this completion year becomes even greater and the

stronger  the  likelihood  that  many  areas  of  your  life  are  coming  to  an  end  in

preparation for a new phase of development.

         Study whatever Nines you may find in your Yearly Spreads carefully. Each

one will reveal the specific areas that  you may be encountering some important

completions.
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Destiny Life Report
for Sting
Born 10/2/1951

Auspicious Events Occuring at Age 60

Each  year  most  people's  Birth  and

Planetary  Ruling  Cards  move  to  a

different  location  in  what  we  call  the

Grand  Solar  Spread  (pictured  below).

Each  position  has  a  unique

significance  and  is  described  in  the

section  about  the  Displacement  Card.

However,  some  of  these  positions  are

more significant and represent times in

life  when  special  events  will  occur.

There  are  also  special  events

determined  by  our  age  and  by  certain

cards that fall into prominent positions

in  our  Yearly  Spreads.  This  section  of

your  report  will  define  what,  if  any,  of

these  auspicious  events  will  occur  for

you  this  year.  The  text  given  further

emphasizes  their  unique  importance  in

the overall fabric of your cards for this

time of your life.

You can find your True Purpose this Year

         There  is  at  least  one  occurrence  of  a  Six  card  in  your  reading  in  a

prominent  position  (Long Range, Pluto,  Result,  Environment or  Displacement).

This  might be  in either  your Birth  Card Spread,  or  your Planetary  Ruling Card

spread.  Either  way,  this  gives  you  a  special  opportunity,  but  one  that  is  only

taken advantage of by those who are aware of it. Sixes give us an opportunity to

discover what our true purpose is for our life. Most people search their entire life

to  discover  what  their  life  is  about  and  whether  or  not  they  have  some special

purpose  or  goal  that  they  are  to  achieve  during  their  time  here  on  the  planet.

Many never find this  purpose at  all.  Because of the presence  of a Six card in a

powerful position this year, you will have a special opportunity to discover what

your  purpose  is.  Of  course,  this  only  applies  to  you  if  you  have  the  desire  to

know. If you are not that interested in knowing more about your life's direction,

this  will  probably  manifest  itself  as  a  year  of  steady  progress  towards  existing

goals.

         Sixes  can  be  frustrating  as  well  because  they  often  represent  static  and

unchanging conditions  in our life.  However, they also bestow upon us a special

ability  to  perceive  that  which  is  usually  hidden  from our  conscious  minds.  By

listening to our inner voice, we can receive great inspiration and direction when

these cards are present and you have at least one of them for this entire  year. If

you have more than one Six in a prominent position in either your Birth Card or

Planetary  Ruling  Card  Spreads,  then  this  message  becomes  even  more

significant.

         Study any and all Sixes that you find in these prominent positions this year,

along  with  other  Sixes  that  appear  in  your  Yearly  Spreads.  They  will  reveal

much about the special destiny that is coming your way. Good luck on your path

to inner discovery.

This is a Major Completion Year for You

         Because  you  have  a  Nine  card  in  a  prominent  position  this  year  (Long

Range, Pluto, Result, Environment, or Displacement),  we know that this will be

a  year  in  which  you  achieve  an  important  ending  in  your  life.  This  Nine  may

occur in either your Birth Card or Planetary Ruling Card Spread. Endings can be

seen  as  disappointments  if  we  disregard  their  true  meaning.  In  truth  they

represent graduations from chapters of our life that were important, but are now

no  longer  helpful  for  our  personal  growth  and  development.  What  is  also

beautiful  about  endings is  the  wonderful  freedom we feel  after  we have passed

through it and are on to our next stage of work and development.
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Destiny Life Report
for Sting
Born 10/2/1951

Auspicious Events Occuring at Age 60   ( c o n t i n u e d . . . )

         Whatever the nature of the endings in your life  this year, be glad that  you

have  reached  the  point  in  your  development  that  you  are  ready  to  move  on  to

better  things and relationships.  We are often afraid to let  go of things that  have

become so familiar to us. Sometimes we are not even able to see that these things

are no longer of any real use to us. Rest assured that this is the case for you. You

are ready to move on and by this time next year, you will be in an entirely new

and better place for your personal and professional development and expansion.

         If  you  have  more  than  one  occurrence  of  a  Nine  in  these  prominent

positions, the significance of this completion year becomes even greater and the

stronger  the  likelihood  that  many  areas  of  your  life  are  coming  to  an  end  in

preparation for a new phase of development.

         Study whatever Nines you may find in your Yearly Spreads carefully. Each

one will reveal the specific areas that  you may be encountering some important

completions.
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Destiny Life Report
for Sting
Born 10/2/1951

Auspicious Events Occuring at Age 61

Each  year  most  people's  Birth  and

Planetary  Ruling  Cards  move  to  a

different  location  in  what  we  call  the

Grand  Solar  Spread  (pictured  below).

Each  position  has  a  unique

significance  and  is  described  in  the

section  about  the  Displacement  Card.

However,  some  of  these  positions  are

more significant and represent times in

life  when  special  events  will  occur.

There  are  also  special  events

determined  by  our  age  and  by  certain

cards that fall into prominent positions

in  our  Yearly  Spreads.  This  section  of

your  report  will  define  what,  if  any,  of

these  auspicious  events  will  occur  for

you  this  year.  The  text  given  further

emphasizes  their  unique  importance  in

the overall fabric of your cards for this

time of your life.

This is a Major Completion Year for You

         Because  you  have  a  Nine  card  in  a  prominent  position  this  year  (Long

Range, Pluto, Result, Environment, or Displacement),  we know that this will be

a  year  in  which  you  achieve  an  important  ending  in  your  life.  This  Nine  may

occur in either your Birth Card or Planetary Ruling Card Spread. Endings can be

seen  as  disappointments  if  we  disregard  their  true  meaning.  In  truth  they

represent graduations from chapters of our life that were important, but are now

no  longer  helpful  for  our  personal  growth  and  development.  What  is  also

beautiful  about  endings is  the  wonderful  freedom we feel  after  we have passed

through it and are on to our next stage of work and development.

         Whatever the nature of the endings in your life  this year, be glad that  you

have  reached  the  point  in  your  development  that  you  are  ready  to  move  on  to

better  things and relationships.  We are often afraid to let  go of things that  have

become so familiar to us. Sometimes we are not even able to see that these things

are no longer of any real use to us. Rest assured that this is the case for you. You

are ready to move on and by this time next year, you will be in an entirely new

and better place for your personal and professional development and expansion.

         If  you  have  more  than  one  occurrence  of  a  Nine  in  these  prominent

positions, the significance of this completion year becomes even greater and the

stronger  the  likelihood  that  many  areas  of  your  life  are  coming  to  an  end  in

preparation for a new phase of development.

         Study whatever Nines you may find in your Yearly Spreads carefully. Each

one will reveal the specific areas that  you may be encountering some important

completions.

You can find your True Purpose this Year

         There  is  at  least  one  occurrence  of  a  Six  card  in  your  reading  in  a

prominent  position  (Long Range, Pluto,  Result,  Environment or  Displacement).

This  might be  in either  your Birth  Card Spread,  or  your Planetary  Ruling Card

spread.  Either  way,  this  gives  you  a  special  opportunity,  but  one  that  is  only

taken advantage of by those who are aware of it. Sixes give us an opportunity to

discover what our true purpose is for our life. Most people search their entire life

to  discover  what  their  life  is  about  and  whether  or  not  they  have  some special

purpose  or  goal  that  they  are  to  achieve  during  their  time  here  on  the  planet.

Many never find this  purpose at  all.  Because of the presence  of a Six card in a

powerful position this year, you will have a special opportunity to discover what

your  purpose  is.  Of  course,  this  only  applies  to  you  if  you  have  the  desire  to

know. If you are not that interested in knowing more about your life's direction,
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Destiny Life Report
for Sting
Born 10/2/1951

Auspicious Events Occuring at Age 61   ( c o n t i n u e d . . . )

this  will  probably  manifest  itself  as  a  year  of  steady  progress  towards  existing

goals.

         Sixes  can  be  frustrating  as  well  because  they  often  represent  static  and

unchanging conditions  in our life.  However, they also bestow upon us a special

ability  to  perceive  that  which  is  usually  hidden  from our  conscious  minds.  By

listening to our inner voice, we can receive great inspiration and direction when

these cards are present and you have at least one of them for this entire  year. If

you have more than one Six in a prominent position in either your Birth Card or

Planetary  Ruling  Card  Spreads,  then  this  message  becomes  even  more

significant.

         Study any and all Sixes that you find in these prominent positions this year,

along  with  other  Sixes  that  appear  in  your  Yearly  Spreads.  They  will  reveal

much about the special destiny that is coming your way. Good luck on your path

to inner discovery.
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Destiny Life Report
for Sting
Born 10/2/1951

Auspicious Events Occuring at Age 62

Each  year  most  people's  Birth  and

Planetary  Ruling  Cards  move  to  a

different  location  in  what  we  call  the

Grand  Solar  Spread  (pictured  below).

Each  position  has  a  unique

significance  and  is  described  in  the

section  about  the  Displacement  Card.

However,  some  of  these  positions  are

more significant and represent times in

life  when  special  events  will  occur.

There  are  also  special  events

determined  by  our  age  and  by  certain

cards that fall into prominent positions

in  our  Yearly  Spreads.  This  section  of

your  report  will  define  what,  if  any,  of

these  auspicious  events  will  occur  for

you  this  year.  The  text  given  further

emphasizes  their  unique  importance  in

the overall fabric of your cards for this

time of your life.

You can find your True Purpose this Year

         There  is  at  least  one  occurrence  of  a  Six  card  in  your  reading  in  a

prominent  position  (Long Range, Pluto,  Result,  Environment or  Displacement).

This  might be  in either  your Birth  Card Spread,  or  your Planetary  Ruling Card

spread.  Either  way,  this  gives  you  a  special  opportunity,  but  one  that  is  only

taken advantage of by those who are aware of it. Sixes give us an opportunity to

discover what our true purpose is for our life. Most people search their entire life

to  discover  what  their  life  is  about  and  whether  or  not  they  have  some special

purpose  or  goal  that  they  are  to  achieve  during  their  time  here  on  the  planet.

Many never find this  purpose at  all.  Because of the presence  of a Six card in a

powerful position this year, you will have a special opportunity to discover what

your  purpose  is.  Of  course,  this  only  applies  to  you  if  you  have  the  desire  to

know. If you are not that interested in knowing more about your life's direction,

this  will  probably  manifest  itself  as  a  year  of  steady  progress  towards  existing

goals.

         Sixes  can  be  frustrating  as  well  because  they  often  represent  static  and

unchanging conditions  in our life.  However, they also bestow upon us a special

ability  to  perceive  that  which  is  usually  hidden  from our  conscious  minds.  By

listening to our inner voice, we can receive great inspiration and direction when

these cards are present and you have at least one of them for this entire  year. If

you have more than one Six in a prominent position in either your Birth Card or

Planetary  Ruling  Card  Spreads,  then  this  message  becomes  even  more

significant.

         Study any and all Sixes that you find in these prominent positions this year,

along  with  other  Sixes  that  appear  in  your  Yearly  Spreads.  They  will  reveal

much about the special destiny that is coming your way. Good luck on your path

to inner discovery.
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Destiny Life Report
for Sting
Born 10/2/1951

Auspicious Events Occuring at Age 63

Each  year  most  people's  Birth  and

Planetary  Ruling  Cards  move  to  a

different  location  in  what  we  call  the

Grand  Solar  Spread  (pictured  below).

Each  position  has  a  unique

significance  and  is  described  in  the

section  about  the  Displacement  Card.

However,  some  of  these  positions  are

more significant and represent times in

life  when  special  events  will  occur.

There  are  also  special  events

determined  by  our  age  and  by  certain

cards that fall into prominent positions

in  our  Yearly  Spreads.  This  section  of

your  report  will  define  what,  if  any,  of

these  auspicious  events  will  occur  for

you  this  year.  The  text  given  further

emphasizes  their  unique  importance  in

the overall fabric of your cards for this

time of your life.

This is a Major Completion Year for You

         Because  you  have  a  Nine  card  in  a  prominent  position  this  year  (Long

Range, Pluto, Result, Environment, or Displacement),  we know that this will be

a  year  in  which  you  achieve  an  important  ending  in  your  life.  This  Nine  may

occur in either your Birth Card or Planetary Ruling Card Spread. Endings can be

seen  as  disappointments  if  we  disregard  their  true  meaning.  In  truth  they

represent graduations from chapters of our life that were important, but are now

no  longer  helpful  for  our  personal  growth  and  development.  What  is  also

beautiful  about  endings is  the  wonderful  freedom we feel  after  we have passed

through it and are on to our next stage of work and development.

         Whatever the nature of the endings in your life  this year, be glad that  you

have  reached  the  point  in  your  development  that  you  are  ready  to  move  on  to

better  things and relationships.  We are often afraid to let  go of things that  have

become so familiar to us. Sometimes we are not even able to see that these things

are no longer of any real use to us. Rest assured that this is the case for you. You

are ready to move on and by this time next year, you will be in an entirely new

and better place for your personal and professional development and expansion.

         If  you  have  more  than  one  occurrence  of  a  Nine  in  these  prominent

positions, the significance of this completion year becomes even greater and the

stronger  the  likelihood  that  many  areas  of  your  life  are  coming  to  an  end  in

preparation for a new phase of development.

         Study whatever Nines you may find in your Yearly Spreads carefully. Each

one will reveal the specific areas that  you may be encountering some important

completions.
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Destiny Life Report
for Sting
Born 10/2/1951

Auspicious Events Occuring at Age 64

Each  year  most  people's  Birth  and

Planetary  Ruling  Cards  move  to  a

different  location  in  what  we  call  the

Grand  Solar  Spread  (pictured  below).

Each  position  has  a  unique

significance  and  is  described  in  the

section  about  the  Displacement  Card.

However,  some  of  these  positions  are

more significant and represent times in

life  when  special  events  will  occur.

There  are  also  special  events

determined  by  our  age  and  by  certain

cards that fall into prominent positions

in  our  Yearly  Spreads.  This  section  of

your  report  will  define  what,  if  any,  of

these  auspicious  events  will  occur  for

you  this  year.  The  text  given  further

emphasizes  their  unique  importance  in

the overall fabric of your cards for this

time of your life.

You can find your True Purpose this Year

         There  is  at  least  one  occurrence  of  a  Six  card  in  your  reading  in  a

prominent  position  (Long Range, Pluto,  Result,  Environment or  Displacement).

This  might be  in either  your Birth  Card Spread,  or  your Planetary  Ruling Card

spread.  Either  way,  this  gives  you  a  special  opportunity,  but  one  that  is  only

taken advantage of by those who are aware of it. Sixes give us an opportunity to

discover what our true purpose is for our life. Most people search their entire life

to  discover  what  their  life  is  about  and  whether  or  not  they  have  some special

purpose  or  goal  that  they  are  to  achieve  during  their  time  here  on  the  planet.

Many never find this  purpose at  all.  Because of the presence  of a Six card in a

powerful position this year, you will have a special opportunity to discover what

your  purpose  is.  Of  course,  this  only  applies  to  you  if  you  have  the  desire  to

know. If you are not that interested in knowing more about your life's direction,

this  will  probably  manifest  itself  as  a  year  of  steady  progress  towards  existing

goals.

         Sixes  can  be  frustrating  as  well  because  they  often  represent  static  and

unchanging conditions  in our life.  However, they also bestow upon us a special

ability  to  perceive  that  which  is  usually  hidden  from our  conscious  minds.  By

listening to our inner voice, we can receive great inspiration and direction when

these cards are present and you have at least one of them for this entire  year. If

you have more than one Six in a prominent position in either your Birth Card or

Planetary  Ruling  Card  Spreads,  then  this  message  becomes  even  more

significant.

         Study any and all Sixes that you find in these prominent positions this year,

along  with  other  Sixes  that  appear  in  your  Yearly  Spreads.  They  will  reveal

much about the special destiny that is coming your way. Good luck on your path

to inner discovery.

This is a Major Completion Year for You

         Because  you  have  a  Nine  card  in  a  prominent  position  this  year  (Long

Range, Pluto, Result, Environment, or Displacement),  we know that this will be

a  year  in  which  you  achieve  an  important  ending  in  your  life.  This  Nine  may

occur in either your Birth Card or Planetary Ruling Card Spread. Endings can be

seen  as  disappointments  if  we  disregard  their  true  meaning.  In  truth  they

represent graduations from chapters of our life that were important, but are now

no  longer  helpful  for  our  personal  growth  and  development.  What  is  also

beautiful  about  endings is  the  wonderful  freedom we feel  after  we have passed

through it and are on to our next stage of work and development.
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Destiny Life Report
for Sting
Born 10/2/1951

Auspicious Events Occuring at Age 64   ( c o n t i n u e d . . . )

         Whatever the nature of the endings in your life  this year, be glad that  you

have  reached  the  point  in  your  development  that  you  are  ready  to  move  on  to

better  things and relationships.  We are often afraid to let  go of things that  have

become so familiar to us. Sometimes we are not even able to see that these things

are no longer of any real use to us. Rest assured that this is the case for you. You

are ready to move on and by this time next year, you will be in an entirely new

and better place for your personal and professional development and expansion.

         If  you  have  more  than  one  occurrence  of  a  Nine  in  these  prominent

positions, the significance of this completion year becomes even greater and the

stronger  the  likelihood  that  many  areas  of  your  life  are  coming  to  an  end  in

preparation for a new phase of development.

         Study whatever Nines you may find in your Yearly Spreads carefully. Each

one will reveal the specific areas that  you may be encountering some important

completions.
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Destiny Life Report
for Sting
Born 10/2/1951

Auspicious Events Occuring at Age 65

Each  year  most  people's  Birth  and

Planetary  Ruling  Cards  move  to  a

different  location  in  what  we  call  the

Grand  Solar  Spread  (pictured  below).

Each  position  has  a  unique

significance  and  is  described  in  the

section  about  the  Displacement  Card.

However,  some  of  these  positions  are

more significant and represent times in

life  when  special  events  will  occur.

There  are  also  special  events

determined  by  our  age  and  by  certain

cards that fall into prominent positions

in  our  Yearly  Spreads.  This  section  of

your  report  will  define  what,  if  any,  of

these  auspicious  events  will  occur  for

you  this  year.  The  text  given  further

emphasizes  their  unique  importance  in

the overall fabric of your cards for this

time of your life.

This is a Major Completion Year for You

         Because  you  have  a  Nine  card  in  a  prominent  position  this  year  (Long

Range, Pluto, Result, Environment, or Displacement),  we know that this will be

a  year  in  which  you  achieve  an  important  ending  in  your  life.  This  Nine  may

occur in either your Birth Card or Planetary Ruling Card Spread. Endings can be

seen  as  disappointments  if  we  disregard  their  true  meaning.  In  truth  they

represent graduations from chapters of our life that were important, but are now

no  longer  helpful  for  our  personal  growth  and  development.  What  is  also

beautiful  about  endings is  the  wonderful  freedom we feel  after  we have passed

through it and are on to our next stage of work and development.

         Whatever the nature of the endings in your life  this year, be glad that  you

have  reached  the  point  in  your  development  that  you  are  ready  to  move  on  to

better  things and relationships.  We are often afraid to let  go of things that  have

become so familiar to us. Sometimes we are not even able to see that these things

are no longer of any real use to us. Rest assured that this is the case for you. You

are ready to move on and by this time next year, you will be in an entirely new

and better place for your personal and professional development and expansion.

         If  you  have  more  than  one  occurrence  of  a  Nine  in  these  prominent

positions, the significance of this completion year becomes even greater and the

stronger  the  likelihood  that  many  areas  of  your  life  are  coming  to  an  end  in

preparation for a new phase of development.

         Study whatever Nines you may find in your Yearly Spreads carefully. Each

one will reveal the specific areas that  you may be encountering some important

completions.
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Destiny Life Report
for Sting
Born 10/2/1951

Auspicious Events Occuring at Age 66

Each  year  most  people's  Birth  and

Planetary  Ruling  Cards  move  to  a

different  location  in  what  we  call  the

Grand  Solar  Spread  (pictured  below).

Each  position  has  a  unique

significance  and  is  described  in  the

section  about  the  Displacement  Card.

However,  some  of  these  positions  are

more significant and represent times in

life  when  special  events  will  occur.

There  are  also  special  events

determined  by  our  age  and  by  certain

cards that fall into prominent positions

in  our  Yearly  Spreads.  This  section  of

your  report  will  define  what,  if  any,  of

these  auspicious  events  will  occur  for

you  this  year.  The  text  given  further

emphasizes  their  unique  importance  in

the overall fabric of your cards for this

time of your life.

You have no Auspicious Events Occuring this Year

         There are years of life in which no auspicious events take place. This is one

of those years for you. It does not mean anything special  because there are still

many influences  and every year is an important year. Always regard your Long

Range,  Pluto,  Result,  Environment  and  Displacement  cards  as  the  most

important indicators for each year of your life.
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Destiny Life Report
for Sting
Born 10/2/1951

Auspicious Events Occuring at Age 67

Each  year  most  people's  Birth  and

Planetary  Ruling  Cards  move  to  a

different  location  in  what  we  call  the

Grand  Solar  Spread  (pictured  below).

Each  position  has  a  unique

significance  and  is  described  in  the

section  about  the  Displacement  Card.

However,  some  of  these  positions  are

more significant and represent times in

life  when  special  events  will  occur.

There  are  also  special  events

determined  by  our  age  and  by  certain

cards that fall into prominent positions

in  our  Yearly  Spreads.  This  section  of

your  report  will  define  what,  if  any,  of

these  auspicious  events  will  occur  for

you  this  year.  The  text  given  further

emphasizes  their  unique  importance  in

the overall fabric of your cards for this

time of your life.

You can find your True Purpose this Year

         There  is  at  least  one  occurrence  of  a  Six  card  in  your  reading  in  a

prominent  position  (Long Range, Pluto,  Result,  Environment or  Displacement).

This  might be  in either  your Birth  Card Spread,  or  your Planetary  Ruling Card

spread.  Either  way,  this  gives  you  a  special  opportunity,  but  one  that  is  only

taken advantage of by those who are aware of it. Sixes give us an opportunity to

discover what our true purpose is for our life. Most people search their entire life

to  discover  what  their  life  is  about  and  whether  or  not  they  have  some special

purpose  or  goal  that  they  are  to  achieve  during  their  time  here  on  the  planet.

Many never find this  purpose at  all.  Because of the presence  of a Six card in a

powerful position this year, you will have a special opportunity to discover what

your  purpose  is.  Of  course,  this  only  applies  to  you  if  you  have  the  desire  to

know. If you are not that interested in knowing more about your life's direction,

this  will  probably  manifest  itself  as  a  year  of  steady  progress  towards  existing

goals.

         Sixes  can  be  frustrating  as  well  because  they  often  represent  static  and

unchanging conditions  in our life.  However, they also bestow upon us a special

ability  to  perceive  that  which  is  usually  hidden  from our  conscious  minds.  By

listening to our inner voice, we can receive great inspiration and direction when

these cards are present and you have at least one of them for this entire  year. If

you have more than one Six in a prominent position in either your Birth Card or

Planetary  Ruling  Card  Spreads,  then  this  message  becomes  even  more

significant.

         Study any and all Sixes that you find in these prominent positions this year,

along  with  other  Sixes  that  appear  in  your  Yearly  Spreads.  They  will  reveal

much about the special destiny that is coming your way. Good luck on your path

to inner discovery.

This is a Major Completion Year for You

         Because  you  have  a  Nine  card  in  a  prominent  position  this  year  (Long

Range, Pluto, Result, Environment, or Displacement),  we know that this will be

a  year  in  which  you  achieve  an  important  ending  in  your  life.  This  Nine  may

occur in either your Birth Card or Planetary Ruling Card Spread. Endings can be

seen  as  disappointments  if  we  disregard  their  true  meaning.  In  truth  they

represent graduations from chapters of our life that were important, but are now

no  longer  helpful  for  our  personal  growth  and  development.  What  is  also

beautiful  about  endings is  the  wonderful  freedom we feel  after  we have passed

through it and are on to our next stage of work and development.
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Destiny Life Report
for Sting
Born 10/2/1951

Auspicious Events Occuring at Age 67   ( c o n t i n u e d . . . )

         Whatever the nature of the endings in your life  this year, be glad that  you

have  reached  the  point  in  your  development  that  you  are  ready  to  move  on  to

better  things and relationships.  We are often afraid to let  go of things that  have

become so familiar to us. Sometimes we are not even able to see that these things

are no longer of any real use to us. Rest assured that this is the case for you. You

are ready to move on and by this time next year, you will be in an entirely new

and better place for your personal and professional development and expansion.

         If  you  have  more  than  one  occurrence  of  a  Nine  in  these  prominent

positions, the significance of this completion year becomes even greater and the

stronger  the  likelihood  that  many  areas  of  your  life  are  coming  to  an  end  in

preparation for a new phase of development.

         Study whatever Nines you may find in your Yearly Spreads carefully. Each

one will reveal the specific areas that  you may be encountering some important

completions.
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Destiny Life Report
for Sting
Born 10/2/1951

Auspicious Events Occuring at Age 68

Each  year  most  people's  Birth  and

Planetary  Ruling  Cards  move  to  a

different  location  in  what  we  call  the

Grand  Solar  Spread  (pictured  below).

Each  position  has  a  unique

significance  and  is  described  in  the

section  about  the  Displacement  Card.

However,  some  of  these  positions  are

more significant and represent times in

life  when  special  events  will  occur.

There  are  also  special  events

determined  by  our  age  and  by  certain

cards that fall into prominent positions

in  our  Yearly  Spreads.  This  section  of

your  report  will  define  what,  if  any,  of

these  auspicious  events  will  occur  for

you  this  year.  The  text  given  further

emphasizes  their  unique  importance  in

the overall fabric of your cards for this

time of your life.

You have no Auspicious Events Occuring this Year

         There are years of life in which no auspicious events take place. This is one

of those years for you. It does not mean anything special  because there are still

many influences  and every year is an important year. Always regard your Long

Range,  Pluto,  Result,  Environment  and  Displacement  cards  as  the  most

important indicators for each year of your life.
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